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Swivel Front Rods and Swivel Point Lugs 

General Description 

Hitachi Rail STS USA’s Swivel Front Rods are 
designed as rugged, long-lasting alternatives 
to conventional rigid front rods.  While 
providing a connection of great strength 
between the switch points, the unique swivel 
design permits the movement necessary to 
limit strain or prevent breakage of the 
connection resulting from stagger in switch 
point position.  The design allows a swivel 
action in the horizontal plane at each end 
while, at the same time, providing the desired 
rigidity in the vertical plane for support of the 
switch point. 

In these assemblies, the front bar is insulated 
at the lock rod connection lug.  Its length is 
adjustable in 1/8” steps, providing a wide 
range of lengths to accommodate the various 
thick-nesses of reinforcing bars and the 
various switch point openings typically 
encountered.  The rods are made from high 
strength steel and may be employed in switch 
layouts having a distance between inside 
faces of point reinforcing bars of 4’, 3-1/2” 
(max.) to 3’, 11-1/8” (min.). 

The swivel point lugs provide a secure link 
between the swivel front rod and the switch 
track, and are actuated by a connecting rod.  
Two types are available.  One is supplied with 
a ball tip for mating with a point detector 
connecting rod.  The other is furnished with a 
plain end.  The lugs are symmetrical about the 
switch point bolt holes, thus they can be 
interchanged.  Since the lock rod connection 
may be run from either side to the bracket lug, 
the same front rod parts are used at right-
hand and left-hand layouts. 

 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulation on reverse side 
for part numbers of Swivel Front Rods and 
Swivel Point Lugs. 

 Make certain to order rods and lugs per 
required dimensions. 

 

 

 

Swivel Front Rod 

 

 

Swivel Point Lug with Ball End 

 

 

Swivel Point Lug without Ball End 

 

 

Pin Bolt 
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Ordering Information 

 

Swivel Front Rods

Order No. Downset 1-3/4" Drop

N229002 2-1/2" --

N303520 4-3/8" Without

N451387-1501 4-3/8" With

Swivel Point Lugs

Order No. Dimension "X" Bolt Appli. End

M286016 4-1/2" 1" Ball

M297146 5-1/2" 1" Ball

M293573 6-3/8" 1" Ball

M257124 5-1/2" 3/4" Ball

M257125 5-1/2" 3/4" Plain

M284293 6-3/4" 3/4" Plain

M284294 6-3/8" 1" Plain

M280484 4-3/4" 3/4" Plain

M283081 5-1/2" 1" Plain

M286840 4-1/2" 1" Plain

M373959 6-3/4" 3/4" Ball

Pin Bolts

Order No. Dimensions Order No. Dimensions

M304192 3/4" x 5-1/4" M312567 1" x 4-3/4"

M304193 3/4" x 4-1/4" M393550 1" x 5-1/2"  
 


